
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Teen Zine is a bi-annual publication that features writing, photos, artwork, book  

reviews, and articles by or about teens at the library. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Scope 
Start with a few interested teens. It’ll pick up with each subsequent issue. 

 

Time 
Teen volunteers 

Estimated 1 hour per article 

Copy edit - 15 minutes per article 

Page layouts - 1.5 hours per page at “semi”; “full” photo layouts can take from 2-4 hours 

Supervising teens 

Training teens - 2-4 hours per teen for layout; 2 hours per teen for simple layouts 

Critique writing - 1 hour per article 

Critique layout  - 15 minutes per page 

Decision making (content, design) - 2 hours 

Polishing zine - 6 hours 

 

Cost 
While the Pasadena Public Library opted to spend more on high quality printing, there are inexpensive options so that even libraries with minimum resources can offer their 
teens similar experiences.  

 

What we did: 

Length ranges from 32-40 pages 

Full color, glossy, front and back cardstock covers 

1000 copies 

Web and print version 

$2-2.50 per issue 

 
To cut costs: 

Shorter issues 

Print a limited supply 

Print them in-house and have teen volunteers assemble them! All you need is a long stapler. 

Publish a web version only 

1-2 color option (instead of full color) 

Go with a budget print shop (like GotPrint.com) - 1000 copies are about $1000 
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TEEN ZINE 
Engaging Teens 

with Publishing 

 

           Content 

                               Decide what to publish. Content can be taken from the library’s teen blog, contests, book reviews, or created specifically for the zine. 

 

 

  Art               Writing               Book Lists               Book Reviews               Contest Winners 

 

 

Interviews               Event Recaps               Stories & Poetry               Photographs by teens 

 

 

Photos of events               Photos of artwork               Volunteer experiences               Teen features 

 

            Copy Edit 

Copy edit the content. This task can be completed by a trusted volunteer or a staff member. TIP: Use Google Docs; it tracks all changes and saves a revision history. 

Example 1:  Copy editing on Adobe using annotation features.                       Example 2: Copy edit directly in Google Docs. Below is an example of the revision  
                                                                                                                          history.  The actual document is clean and already incorporates the edits. 

 

           Designate layouts & assign designers 

There should be a good balance of layouts and color—not too busy, but not too plain. Decide at the beginning which pages should be plain, semi-colorful, or full  

photo layouts. This will also help to decide who should work on these layouts. Those with more graphic design skills should work on the semi-colorful or full layouts. 

Those with less experience or just learning to use the software should start with the plain layouts, then progress to the semi-colorful ones. 

The ratio of our zines are: 

Plain layouts (primarily text)—35%                                   Semi-photo/colorful layout—50%                                   Full photo layouts—15% 

 

             Page Layouts 

Teens get to work! Designate a style sheet and show volunteers how to correct or set up the page before starting. Also, give a few guidelines on types of  

backgrounds to use and where to get free images. 

Our style sheet 

 Page size: 8.5” x 5.5”, with a “bleed” of 0.25” 

 Page live area: 8” x 5” 

 Content text: Arial Narrow 10 pt 

 Captions for photos: Arial 9 pt italicized 

 Book titles: use original flyer font if possible 

 Crediting: All photos and artwork must be credited with artist’s name.  

To credit teens, use full names for contest participants and volunteers.  

For all other minors (whenever possible) use first name and last initial,  

and age (unless otherwise instructed). 

 Paragraphs: Single space, 1 line breaks for paragraph breaks, no indentation 

 Book titles: italicized  

 

           Layout  

          critique 
Critique by staff.  Make sure that the style sheet  
is followed and the text is readable. Guide and  
mentor volunteer designers.  Send the critiques  
to the designers and repeat until it is close to  
publish ready. Staff may need to step in and  
make final touches. 

 

            Proofread 

             pages 
Proofread each completed page. Like copy editing, this can  
be completed by a trusted volunteer or a staff member, but be  
sure they are different editors. TIP: Short on volunteers?  
Rotate the copy editors and proofreaders. Assign proofreaders  
to pages that they did not copyedit and vice versa. 

 

             Organize  

           the order 
Organize pages in order. Keep in mind layout variety, color,  
fluidity, and the centerfold.  TIP: This is easier to do with  
printed pages. 

 

            Add in  

    “ads” and  

       random  

       photos 
Have areas that seem too plain? What about photos  
that are great, but don’t seem to fit into any articles?  
Want to advertise a great upcoming program? Pages  
that are perfect for ads and additional photos are the  
credits page, behind the Table of Contents, endpapers,  
and the back cover. 

 

           Number  

the pages,  

Table of  

Contents,  

Credits page 
Once everything is in place, number all the pages.  
Be sure that the page number color is readable.  
Create the Table the Contents. Finally, create the  
credits page, making sure to credit all the editors  
and graphic designers, and add in an introduction  
to the issue (librarian’s message).   

 

            Cover image 

 

 

           Final cover 

 

            Proofread 

            whole zine 
This should be completed by staff—preferably the librarian in  
charge or the Communications Director. Check page numbers.  
Check to make sure all text is showing (sometimes the text  
runs off the text box or page—especially if there are many  
layout edits).  

 

           Final proof/approval 

 

              

 

     

            Print 

 

             Share 

Announce it! Share the pdf online and notify the Teen Zine contributors.  
Deliver them to the schools! 

 

             What’s next? 

Plan for the next issue. Take a look at the teen events calendar, upcoming developments  
or projects, notable teens, and seasons. Write all of this down and make plans for the 
content. For instance, our Library Director announced her retirement, so the Teen  
Advisory Board will be conducting an interview with her. We have an upcoming book  
festival, so some teens will interview a few of the authors. A kid’s workshop is being  
taught by a group of teens, so we’ll work on a feature about that organization. 

 

From start to finish 
Why do it? 

The Project 

More  

Advocacy 
for teens and teen services! 

The Teen Zine inspires teens 

and the community. It  

encourages expression in 

writing and art, photography, 

creation, and design. Not  

only do the articles show the 

world what libraries are doing 

for teens, but it illustrates 

how teens are empowered,  

flourishing, and succeeding 

with libraries.  

Scope, time, and cost 

More  

Program 

Attendance 
With better publicity,  

library programs are 

more noticeable. Teens 

would be more  

encouraged to attend 

events, participate in 

contests, and contribute 

to the zine once it’s  

evident other teens are 

enjoying themselves. 

More  

Volunteers 
The Teen Zine project increases 

meaningful volunteer  

opportunities. It gives teens a 

chance to showcase their abilities 

while earning volunteer hours. It 

utilizes their talents and passions, 

giving them high skilled work  

experiences. Volunteer retention 

is likely to increase. This project 

also gives the library a wider net 

of teen skills to utilize.  

More  

Publicity 
The Teen Zine acts as a 

great publicity piece for 

teen events, services, and 

the library. 
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Choose an image for the cover. This is an opportunity to feature a contest winner or a 

notable project or event. Add taglines, title, issue number, date, and logos. 

Image created 

specifically for 

the cover by an 

art student. 

Photo from one 

of our biggest 

teen events of 

the year. 

An art contest winner 

Our Library Director reviews the final proof. 

Links to a pdf of each issue is on our website. 

Share on 

social 

media. 

The final proof is sent to the printers. 

The task 

schedule 

Here’s an example of a  

responsibilities schedule. 

 

# of pages Content author copyedit typeset1 design layout layout editor proofread typeset2 draft1 

1 OCOS art con- x x x x JG x x x x 

1 Librarian's Mes- JG x x semi JG x Hadley Hadley x 

1 Table of Con- JG x x full JG x CH JG x 

4 ocos art contest JG x x semi JG x Hadley Hadley x 

4 ocos writing con- 3 winners JG x plain Alexis x Kara JG x 

4 ocos writing con- 3 winners JG x plain Alexis x Kara JG x 

1 SC Anime Club Julia Franchini Haneen JG semi JG x Hadley Hadley x 

1 SC Anime Club Coleman S. Haneen JG semi JG x Hadley Hadley x 

1 Poem in pocket winner x Hadley semi JG x Hadley Hadley x 

1 metal etching & N/A JG x full Maya JG Hadley Hadley x 

2 YRL stories win- various JG x plain Alexis JG Kara JG x 

1 handmade letter- N/A JG x semi Maya JG Hadley Hadley x 

3 murder mystery JG Haneen JG full Maya JG Hadley Hadley x 

2 TAB JG TAB JG semi JG x Hadley Hadley x 

2 TAB senior fea- JG Haneen JG semi JG x Hadley Hadley x 

2 Makey Makey JG Haneen JG full Jane L JG Hadley Hadley x 

1 Night Vale Cady Haneen JG semi Maya JG Hadley Hadley x 

1 Frostbot Frenzy TAB JG x semi Jane L JG Hadley Hadley x 

4 Book club (Oct- Kara/Madison Haneen JG semi Jane L JG Hadley Hadley x 

5 Book reviews reviewers Haneen JG plain Jane L x Hadley Hadley x 

1 photos x x x semi JG x CH JG x 

1 x x x x x JG x CH JG x 
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